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Book review. Notes

Laparoscopic Biliary Surgery. By A Cuschieri
and G Berci. (Pp 197; illustrated; £45.)
Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications,
1992.
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A G JOHNSON

It is a reflection on the great interest in
laparoscopic techniques that a second edition
of this excellent book has been produced only
two years after the first with nearly twice the
number of pages. The first edition was translated into four languages and the new edition
has extra chapters on laparoscopic treatment of
common duct stones, laparoscopic management of pancreatic cancer, and diagnostic
laparoscopy tissue diagnosis and other procedures. As in the first edition, the whole
emphasis is on safety, training, and careful
technique. Far from the very experienced
authors implying that all cholecystectomies are
easy for the expert, they devote a whole chapter
to 'the difficult cholecystectomy', which
discusses exposure difficulties, abnormal
anatomy, etc.
There is realistic advice about problems and
their management, should they arise but with
careful attention to the details of this book,
many problems can be avoided.
This new edition is far better illustrated than
the first with many colour photographs of
excellent quality and the use of line diagrams,
as well as halftone photographs. The line
drawings are particularly useful when they are
set beside the laparoscopic view and explain the
anatomy and the details. As in the first edition,
there is a chapter on laparoscopic cholecystolithotomy and cholecystostomy for the particular situations where these are indicated, such as
previous peptic ulcer surgery or patients who
wish to retain a functioning (emptying) gall
bladder. There are detailed descriptions of the
treatment of common bile duct stones with the
various options and instruments: and honest
results of the success rate and complications are

given.
The laparoscopic management of palliative
treatment for pancreatic cancer will allow
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patients, who are already ill, to have a bypass
procedure as a genuine alternative to stenting;
and the careful biopsy of suspected tumours
under vision can be obtained through the
laparoscope.
Although the authors would recommend
that all surgeons have personal tuition on the
technique before doing it on their own, this
honest and detailed account that leaves nothing
out, is a genuine, practical guide to all aspects
of laparoscopic biliary surgery. It can be very
strongly recommended and it is very moderately priced at £45.00

